Abstract. Propositional logic (SAT) has been widely applied to encode problems from model checking, formal verification, and synthesis, for example. In these applications, often a sequence of closely related formulae must be solved. Incremental solving aims at using information learned from one formula in the process of solving the next formulae. Motivated by the success of incremental SAT solving, we consider the problem of incrementally solving a sequence of quantified Boolean formulae (QBF). We adopt ideas from incremental SAT solving and present an approach to incremental QBF solving which is application-independent and hence applicable to QBF encodings of arbitrary problems. We implemented this approach in our incremental search-based QBF solver DepQBF. Based on experimental results, we conclude that incremental QBF solving has the potential to improve QBF-based workflows in many application domains.
Introduction
The success of SAT technology in problem domains such as model checking, formal verification, synthesis, and artificial intelligence, for example, is driven by incremental solving. SAT solvers based on conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) gather information about a formula during clause learning and by variable selection heuristics. In practical applications of SAT, it is common to solve a sequence of closely related formulae. Thereby, it is beneficial to use information learned from one formula in the course of solving the next formulas in the sequence.
The logic of quantified Boolean formulae (QBF) extends propositional logic by universal and existential quantification of variables. QBF potentially allows for more succinct encodings of PSPACE-complete problems than SAT.
Motivated by the success of incremental SAT solving, we consider the problem of incrementally solving a sequence of related QBFs in prenex conjunctive normal form (PCNF). The next PCNF in the sequence is obtained from the previous one by adding and deleting clauses, variables, and quantifiers. Building on searchbased QBF solving with clause and cube learning (QCDCL) [7, 15, 26, 28, 41] , we present an approach to incremental QBF solving using QCDCL. Similar to clause learning in incremental SAT solvers, it is crucial to determine which of the learned clauses and cubes can be kept across different runs of an incremental ⋆ Supported by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) under grant S11409-N23.
QBF solver. However, cube learning is specific to QBF and causes complications regarding the implementation of an incremental solver.
In our approach to incremental QBF solving, we adopt ideas from incremental SAT solving such as selector variables and solving under assumptions to support the deletion of clauses from the current input PCNF [1, 13, 25, 34] . Different from many incremental SAT solvers, we organize the CNF part of the input PCNF as a stack of clauses. This way, clauses can be added and deleted by push and pop operations provided by the API of a solver. Related stack-based frameworks were implemented in the SAT solver PicoSAT [4] and in SMT solvers like Z3 [11] , for example. We argue that a stack-based framework and a related solver API with push and pop increases the usability of an incremental QBF solver considerably.
Incremental QBF solving was introduced for QBF-based bounded model checking (BMC) of partial designs [31, 32] . This approach, like ours, relies on selector variables and assumptions. The quantifier prefixes of the incrementally solved PCNFs resulting from the BMC encodings are modified only at the left or right end. In contrast to that, we consider incremental solving of arbitrary sequences of PCNFs. We aim at a general presentation of incremental QBF solving and illustrate problems related to clause and cube learning. Our approach is application-independent and applicable to QBF encodings of arbitrary problems.
We implemented our approach in the search-based QBF solver DepQBF. Based on experimental results, we conclude that incremental QBF solving has the potential to improve QBF-based workflows in many application domains like synthesis [5, 39] , formal verification [3, 16] , testing [19, 30, 37] , planning [8, 9, 24, 35] , model enumeration [2] , and descriptive complexity [22] , for example.
Preliminaries
We introduce terminology related to QBF and search-based QBF solving necessary to present a general view on incremental solving.
For a propositional variable x, l := x or l := ¬x is a literal. The variable of a literal l = x and l = ¬x is denoted by v(l) = x. A clause is a disjunction of literals. A cube is a conjunction of literals. A constraint is a clause or a cube. The empty constraint ∅ is a clause or cube which does not contain any literals. A clause (cube) C is tautological (contradictory) if x ∈ C and ¬x ∈ C.
A propositional formula is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) if it consists of a conjunction of clauses. It is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it consists of a disjunction of cubes. For simplicity, we regard CNFs and DNFs as sets of clauses and cubes, respectively.
A quantified Boolean formula (QBF) ψ :=Q. φ is in prenex CNF (PCNF) if it consists of a quantifier-free CNF φ and a quantifier prefixQ withQ := Q 1 B 1 . . . Q n B n where Q i ∈ {∀, ∃} are quantifiers and B i are blocks (i.e. sets) of variables such that B i = ∅ and B i ∩ B j = ∅ for i = j, and Q i = Q i+1 .
The blocks in the quantifier prefix are linearly ordered such that B i < B i+1 . The linear ordering is extended to variables and literals: x i < x j if x i ∈ B i , x j ∈ B j and B i < B j , and l < l ′ if v(l) < v(l ′ ) for literals l and l ′ .
A QBF ψ in PCNF is closed if every variable which occurs in the CNF part of ψ also occurs in some block in the quantifier prefix of ψ. We consider only closed QBFs. Further, we assume that every variable which occurs in the quantifier prefix of a PCNF ψ also occurs in the CNF part of ψ.
A variable x ∈ B i is universal, written as q(x) = ∀, if Q i = ∀ and existential, written as q(x) = ∃, if Q i = ∃. A literal l is universal if q(v(l)) = ∀ and existential if q(v(l)) = ∃, written as q(l) := ∀ and q(l) := ∃, respectively.
An assignment is a mapping of propositional variables to the truth values true (⊤) and false (⊥). An assignment A is represented as a set of literals A :
A PCNF ψ under an assignment A is denoted by ψ[A] and is obtained from ψ by replacing the literals of variables assigned by A with syntactic truth constants: The semantics of closed QBFs in PCNF is defined recursively based on the syntactic structure. The base cases are given by the formulas consisting of syntactic truth constants only. The QBF ⊤ is satisfiable and the QBF ⊥ is unsat- Given a constraint C, L Q (C) := {l ∈ C | q(l) = Q} for Q ∈ {∀, ∃} denotes the set of universal and existential literals in C. For a clause C, universal reduction produces the clause UR(C) := C \ {l | l ∈ L ∀ (C) and ∀l ′ ∈ L ∃ (C) : l ′ < l}. Q-resolution of clauses is a combination of resolution for propositional logic and universal reduction [6] . Given two non-tautological clauses C 1 and C 2 and a pivot variable p such that q(p) = ∃ and p ∈ C 1 and ¬p ∈ C 2 . Let C ′ := (UR(C 1 ) \ {p}) ∪ (UR(C 2 ) \ {¬p}) be the tentative Q-resolvent of C 1 and C 2 . If C ′ is non-tautological then it is the Q-resolvent of C 1 and C 2 and we write
Otherwise, C 1 and C 2 do not have a Q-resolvent. Given a PCNF ψ :=Q. φ, a Q-resolution derivation of a clause C from ψ is the successive application of Q-resolution and universal reduction to clauses in ψ and previously derived clauses resulting in C. We represent a derivation as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G with edges (1)
We writeQ.φ ⊢ C if there is a derivation of a clause C from ψ. Otherwise, we writeQ.φ C. Q-resolution is a sound and refutationally-complete proof system for QBFs [6] . A Q-resolution proof of an unsatisfiable PCNF ψ is a Q-resolution derivation of the empty clause.
We briefly describe search-based QBF solving with conflict-driven clause learning and solution-driven cube learning [7, 15, 26, 28, 41] . This approach, which we call QCDCL, is a QBF-specific generalization of conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) in SAT solving. In the context of incremental QBF solving by QCDCL, clause and cube learning requires a special treatment.
A QCDCL-based QBF solver successively assigns variables in a PCNF ψ to generate an assignment A. Variables are assigned either tentatively by decision making (also called branching) or with respect to the unit and pure literal rules [7] . If ψ is falsified under the current assignment, i.e. ψ[A] = ⊥, then clause learning is applied to derive a new learned clause C by Q-resolution, which is added to ψ. The purpose of clause learning is to prune the search space and, if ψ is unsatisfiable, to finally derive the empty clause. Otherwise, if ψ is satisfied under A, i.e. ψ[A] = ⊤, then a new learned cube is constructed based on the following model generation rule, existential reduction and cube resolution (also called consensus and term resolution [15, 41] ). Definition 1 (model generation rule [15] ). Given a PCNF ψ :
is a conjunction over the literals of a model A.
Definition 2 ([15]). Given a cube C, existential reduction produces the reduced cube ER(C)
Definition 3 (cube resolution [15, 41] 
The combination of the model generation rule and cube resolution is a sound and complete proof system for QBFs: a PCNF is satisfiable if and only if the empty cube can be derived (Theorem 5 in [15] ). In QCDCL, the model generation rule is applied to obtain initial cubes from assignments which satisfy the PCNF ψ. These initial cubes are resolved with previously derived cubes to derive new learned cubes by cube resolution. If ψ is satisfiable, then finally the empty cube will be derived in cube learning.
Similar to Q-resolution derivations of clauses and Q-resolution proofs introduced in Section 2, we define cube resolution derivations of cubes and proofs of satisfiability. In the DAG G representing a cube resolution derivation, the set of vertices contains the initial cubes obtained by model generation and the resolvents by cube resolution. Cube learning is dual to clause learning with respect to universal and existential reduction and resolution on clauses and cubes. The following example illustrates the derivation of clauses and cubes. Example 1. Given the satisfiable PCNF ψ := ∃x 1 ∀y 8 ∃x 5 , x 2 , x 6 , x 4 . φ, where φ := i:=1,...,6 C i with C 1 := (y 8 ∨ ¬x 5 ), C 2 := (x 2 ∨ ¬x 6 ), C 3 := (¬x 1 ∨ x 4 ), C 4 := (¬y 8 ∨ ¬x 4 ), C 5 := (x 1 ∨ x 6 ), and C 6 := (x 4 ∨ x 5 ).
Clause derivation:
Cube derivation: The assignment
is an initial cube. Existential reduction of C 9 produces the cube C 10 := ER(C 9 ) = (¬y 8 ). Similarly, A 2 := {y 8 , ¬x 4 , ¬x 1 , x 5 , x 6 , x 2 } is a model of ψ and C 11 := (y 8 ∧¬x 4 ∧¬x 1 ∧x 5 ∧x 6 ∧x 2 ) is an initial cube. Existential reduction of C 11 produces the cube C 12 := ER(C 11 ) = (y 8 ∧ ¬x 1 ). The cube C 13 := (¬x 1 ) is obtained by resolving C 10 = (¬y 8 ) and C 12 = (y 8 ∧ ¬x 1 ). Finally, existential reduction of C 13 produces the empty cube C 14 := ER(C 13 ) = ∅, which proves that the PCNF ψ is satisfiable.
QCDCL implicitly constructs Q-resolution and cube resolution derivations of learned clauses and cubes, respectively. However, to control the time and memory usage, a QCDCL-based solver typically keeps only selected constraints of these derivations as learned constraints. In practice, a QCDCL-based QBF solver maintains the learned clauses and cubes in a formula with a specific structure called augmented CNF [41] (also called extended QBF [15] ).
whereQ is the quantifier prefix, φ is the set of original clauses, θ is a CNF containing the learned clauses, and γ is a DNF containing the learned cubes obtained by clause and cube learning in QCDCL.
Given an ACNF ψ ′ and an assignment A, the notation ψ ′ [A] is defined similarly to PCNFs. Analogously to clause derivations, we writeQ. φ ⊢ C if there is a derivation of a cube C from the PCNFQ.φ by the model generation rule, existential reduction and cube resolution. At any time during a run of a QCDCL-based solver the learned clauses and cubes can be derived from the current PCNF.
Corollary 1 follows right from the application of constraint learning in nonincremental QCDCL and its correctness. That is, we assume that the PCNF ψ is fixed not modified over time. However, as pointed out in the following section, the learned constraints might no longer be derivable in incremental QCDCL where clauses can be added to and deleted from the CNF part of a PCNF.
Due to the correctness of Q-resolution, cube resolution and the model generation rule, it is sound to add correct learned clauses and cubes to the ACNF ψ ′ of a PCNF ψ. The following proposition states the soundness of QCDCL.
Incremental Search-Based QBF Solving
We define incremental QBF solving as the problem of solving a sequence of PCNFs ψ 0 , ψ 1 , . . . , ψ n using a QCDCL-based solver. Thereby, the goal is not to discard all the learned constraints after the PCNF ψ i has been solved. Instead, to the largest extent possible we want to re-use the constraints that were learned from ψ i in the process of solving the next PCNF ψ i+1 . To this end, the ACNF ψ
which is maintained by the solver, must be initialized with a set θ i+1 of learned clauses and a set γ i+1 of learned cubes such that θ i+1 ⊆ θ i , γ i+1 ⊆ γ i and all constraints in θ i+1 and γ i+1 are correct with respect to ψ i+1 . The sets θ i and γ i contain the clauses and cubes that were learned from the previous PCNF ψ i and potentially can be used by the solver to derive further learned constraints from ψ i+1 . If θ i+1 = ∅ and γ i+1 = ∅ at the beginning, then the solver solves the PCNF ψ i+1 incrementally. For the first PCNF ψ 0 in the sequence, the solver starts with empty sets of learned constraints in the ACNF ψ
Each PCNF ψ i+1 for 0 ≤ i < n in the sequence ψ 0 , ψ 1 , . . . , ψ n has the form ψ i+1 =Q i+1 . φ i+1 . The CNF part φ i+1 of ψ i+1 results from φ i of the previous PCNF ψ i =Q i . φ i in the sequence by addition and deletion of clauses. We write . That is, we assume that the PCNF ψ i+1 is closed and that its prefixQ i+1 does not contain superfluous quantifiers and variables.
When solving the PCNF ψ i using a QCDCL-based QBF solver, learned clauses and cubes accumulate in the corresponding ACNF ψ
Assume that the learned constraints are correct with respect to ψ i . The PCNF ψ i is modified to obtain the next PCNF ψ i+1 to be solved. The learned constraints in θ i and γ i might become incorrect with respect to ψ i+1 in the sense of Definition 5. Consequently, Proposition 1 might no longer hold for the ACNF ψ
) of the new PCNF ψ i+1 if previously learned constraints from θ i and γ i appear in θ i+1 and γ i+1 . In this case, the solver might produce a wrong result when solving ψ i+1 . In the following, we point out these problems in more detail.
Assume that the PCNF ψ i =Q i . φ i has been solved and learned constraints have been collected in the ACNF ψ
If the derivation of a learned clause C ∈ θ i depends on deleted clauses in φ del i+1 , then we might have that ψ i ⊢ C but ψ i+1 C. In this case, C is incorrect because it can no longer be derived from the next PCNF ψ i+1 . Hence C must be discarded before solving ψ i+1 starts so that C ∈ θ i+1 in the initial ACNF ψ
then the solver might construct a bogus Q-resolution proof for the PCNF ψ i+1 and, if ψ i+1 is satisfiable, erroneously conclude that ψ i+1 is unsatisfiable. 
Therefore, A is not a model of ψ i+1 and the initial cube C obtained from A is incorrect with respect to ψ i+1 . Similar to incorrect learned clauses, we have thatQ i .φ i ⊢ C but Q i+1 .φ i+1 C. Hence C must be discarded to prevent the solver from generating a bogus cube resolution proof for ψ i+1 . If ψ i+1 is unsatisfiable, then the solver might erroneously conclude that ψ i+1 is satisfiable. That is, Proposition 1 might not hold with respect to the incorrect cube C and the ACNF ψ ′ i+1 of ψ i+1 . Example 3. Consider the PCNF ψ from Example 1. The derivation of the cube C 10 = (¬y 8 ) shown in Figure 1 depends on the initial cube C 9 = (x 6 ∧ x 2 ∧ ¬y 8 ∧ ¬x 5 ∧ x 4 ), which has been generated from the model A 1 = {x 6 , x 2 , ¬y 8 , ¬x 5 , x 4 }. The cube C 9 is correct with respect to ψ since ψ[A 1 ] = ⊤, and hence ψ ⊢ C 9 . The cube C 10 is also correct since C 10 = ER(C 9 ). Assume that the clause C 0 := (¬x 2 ∨ ¬x 4 ) is added to ψ resulting in an unsatisfiable PCNF ψ 2 . Now C 9 is incorrect with respect to ψ 2 since C 0 [A 1 ] = ⊥. Further, ψ 2 C 10 .
In contrast to clause additions, the mere deletion of the clauses in φ
For the practice of incremental QBF solving, the goal is to keep as many of the learned constraints as possible because they prune the search space and can be used in derivations of further learned constraints. Therefore, subsets θ i+1 ⊆ θ i and γ i+1 ⊆ γ i of the learned clauses θ i and cubes γ i must be selected so that all learned constraints are correct with respect to the PCNF ψ i+1 to be solved next and Proposition 1 holds for the initial ACNF ψ
Implementing an Incremental QBF Solver
In the following, we describe the implementation of our incremental QCDCLbased solver DepQBF. Our implemented approach is general and fits any QCDCLbased solver. Particularly, for incremental solving we do not apply a sophisticated analysis of variable dependencies by dependency schemes in DepQBF [27] . Instead, as many other QBF solvers, we use the linear ordering given by the quantifier prefix of the PCNF.
First, we present QBF solving under assumptions as a generalization of SAT solving under assumptions [1, 13, 25, 34] . In DepQBF, we implemented a stackbased representation of the CNF part of PCNFs based on selector variables and assumptions. Assumptions were also used in the context of BMC of partial designs based on incremental QBF solving [32] . Then we address the problem of checking which learned constraints can be kept across different solver runs after clauses have been added to or removed from the current PCNF. Finally, we report experimental results which illustrate the potential or incremental QBF solving for practical applications.
QBF Solving under Assumptions
Let ψ := Q 1 B 1 Q 2 B 2 . . . Q n B n . φ be a PCNF. We define a set A := {l 1 , . . . , l k } of assumptions as an assignment such that v(l i ) ∈ B 1 for all literals l i ∈ A. The variables assigned by A are from the first block We implemented the handling of assumptions according to the literal-based single instance (LS) approach (in the terminology of [34] ). Thereby, the assumptions in A are assigned as special decision variables before the solver assigns any other variables not in A as decisions. Hence these variables can never be selected as pivot variables in the resolution derivation of a learned constraint according to QCDCL-based learning. The backtracking procedure of QCDCL has to be modified to guarantee that the assignments which express the assumptions in A are never retracted. Similar to SAT-solving under assumptions, LS allows to keep all the constraints that were learned from the PCNF ψ[A] under a set A of assumptions when later solving ψ[A ′ ] under a different set A ′ of assumptions.
Stack-Based CNF Representation
In DepQBF, the CNF part φ of an ACNF ψ
to be solved is represented as a stack of clauses. The clauses on the stack are grouped into frames. The solver API provides functions to push new frames onto the stack, pop present frames from the stack, and to add new clauses to the current topmost frame. Each push operation opens a new topmost frame f j . New clauses are always added to the topmost frame f j . Each new frame f j opened by a push operation is associated with a fresh frame selector variable s j . Frame selector variables are existentially quantified and put into a separate, leftmost quantifier block B 0 i.e. the current ACNF ψ ′ i has the form ψ
Before a new clause C is added to frame f j , the frame selector variable s j of f j is inserted into C so that in fact the clause C ∪ {s j } is added to f j . The addition of selector variables to clauses does not affect the truth value of the ACNF ψ ′ i . The purpose of the frame selector variables is to enable or disable the clauses in the CNF part φ i with respect to the push and pop operations applied to the clause stack. If the selector variable s j of a frame f j is assigned to true then all the clauses of f j are satisfied under that assignment. In this case, these satisfied clauses are considered disabled because they can not be used to derive new learned clauses in QCDCL. Otherwise, the assignment of false to s j does not satisfy any clauses in f j . Therefore these clauses are considered enabled.
Before the solving process starts, the clauses of frames popped from the stack are disabled and the clauses of frames still on the stack are enabled by assigning the selector variables to true and false, respectively. The selector variables are assigned as assumptions. This is possible because these variables are in the leftmost quantifier block B 0 of the ACNF ψ
The idea of enabling and disabling clauses by selector variables and assumptions originates from incremental SAT solving based on assumptions [13] . This approach was also applied to bounded model checking of partial designs by incremental QBF solving [32] . In DepQBF, we implemented the push and pop operations related to the clause stack by selector variables and assumptions, which is similar to the SAT solver PicoSAT [4] .
In the implementation of DepQBF, frame selector variables are maintained entirely by the solver. They are separate from the variables used in the PCNF of a QBF encoding. Depending on push and pop operations called through the solver API of DepQBF, selector variables are allocated and deallocated dynamically and inserted automatically into added clauses. This approach saves the user the burden of inserting selector variables manually into the QBF encoding of a problem. Manual insertion is typically applied in incremental SAT solving based on assumptions as pioneered by MiniSAT [12, 13] . We argue that the usability of an incremental QBF solver is improved considerably if the selector variables are maintained by the solver. For example, from the perspective of the user, the QBF encoding contains only variables relevant for the encoded problem. The usage of the solver API is less error-prone if tasks related to selector variables like enabling and disabling of clauses are carried out by the solver.
In the following, we consider the problem of maintaining the sets of learned constraints across different solver runs. The goal is to keep those constraints learned from the current PCNF ψ i which are also correct with respect to the next PCNF ψ i+1 . As pointed out in Section 4, the addition (deletion) of clauses does not affect the correctness of learned clauses (cubes). Therefore, we present the maintenance of learned constraints separately for clause additions and deletions.
Handling Clause Additions
Assume that the PCNF ψ i :=Q i . φ i has been solved. All learned constraints in the ACNF ψ 
The following example illustrates the effects of adding φ add i+1 on the cubes.
Example 4.
Consider the cube derivation shown in Figure 1 . As illustrated in Example 3, the cubes C 9 = (x 6 ∧ x 2 ∧ ¬y 8 ∧ ¬x 5 ∧ x 4 ) and C 10 = (¬y 8 ) are incorrect with respect to the PCNF ψ 2 obtained from ψ by adding the clause C 0 := (¬x 2 ∨ ¬x 4 ). The initial cube C 11 := (y 8 ∧ ¬x 4 ∧ ¬x 1 ∧ x 5 ∧ x 6 ∧ x 2 ) still is correct because the underlying model A 2 := {y 8 , ¬x 4 , ¬x 1 , x 5 , x 6 , x 2 } of ψ is also a model of ψ 2 . Therefore, when solving ψ 2 we can keep the correct cubes C 11 and C 12 = ER(C 11 ). The incorrect cubes C 9 and C 10 must be discarded. Otherwise, QCDCL might produce the cube resolution proof shown in Figure 1 when solving the unsatisfiable PCNF ψ 2 and hence return a wrong result.
Based on Example 4, we sketch a possible approach to identify the cubes in a cube derivation DAG G which are incorrect with respect to the next PCNF ψ i+1 =Q i+1 . φ i+1 . Starting at the initial cubes, G is traversed in a topological order. An initial cube C is marked as correct if ψ i+1 [C] = ⊤, otherwise if ψ i+1 [C] = ⊤ then C is marked as incorrect. This test can be carried out syntactically by checking whether every clause of ψ i+1 is satisfied under the assignment given by C. A cube C derived by existential reduction or cube resolution is marked as correct if all its predecessors in G are marked as correct. Otherwise, C is marked as incorrect. Finally, all cubes in G marked as incorrect are deleted.
The above procedure allows to determine a subset γ i+1 ⊆ γ i of the set γ i of cubes in the solved ACNF ψ
). However, this procedure is not optimal because it might mark a cube C ∈ G as incorrect with respect to the next PCNF ψ i+1 although ψ i+1 ⊢ C.
Example 5. Given the satisfiable PCNF ψ := ∃x 1 ∀y 8 ∃x 5 , x 2 , x 6 , x 4 . φ, where φ := i:=1,...,5 C i with the clauses C i from Example 1 where
Consider the model A 3 := {¬x 1 , y 8 , ¬x 5 , x 2 , x 6 , ¬x 4 } of ψ and the initial cube C 15 := (¬x 1 ∨ y 8 ∨ ¬x 5 ∨ x 2 ∨ x 6 ∨ ¬x 4 ) generated from A 3 . Existential reduction of C 15 produces the cube C 16 := ER(C 15 ) = (¬x 1 ∨ y 8 ). Assume that the clause C 0 := (x 4 ∨ x 5 ) is added to ψ to obtain the PCNF ψ 3 . The initial cube C 15 is incorrect with respect to ψ 3 since C 0 [A 3 ] = ⊤. However, for the cube C 16 derived from C 15 it holds that ψ 3 ⊢ C 16 . The assignment A 4 := {¬x 1 , y 8 , x 5 , x 2 , x 6 , ¬x 4 } is a model of ψ 3 . Let C 17 := (¬x 1 ∨ y 8 ∨ x 5 ∨ x 2 ∨ x 6 ∨ ¬x 4 ) be the initial cube generated from A 4 . Then C 16 = ER(C 17 ) is correct with respect to ψ 3 .
In practice, QCDCL-based solvers typically store only the learned cubes, which is a small part of the derivation DAG G, and no edges. Therefore, checking the cubes in a traversal of G is not feasible. Even if the full DAG G is available, the checking procedure is not optimal as pointed out in Example 5. Hence we aim at an approach to check the correctness of individual learned cubes which is independent from the derivation DAG G. To this end, we need a condition which is sufficient to conclude that some cube C is correct with respect to a PCNF.
Given a PCNF ψ and a cube C such that ψ ⊢ C, the PCNF ψ[C] is satisfiable if cube resolution is applied in restricted fashion to derive C (Theorem 1 and Definition 2 in [36] ). Thereby, the pivot variable in the cube resolution step resulting in C must be maximal with respect to the quantifier prefix ordering among all the literals in the parent cubes of C. Based on this property and as a tentative step towards a sufficient condition for the correctness of cubes, we formulate the following working hypothesis. However, it turns out to be false.
Refuted working hypothesis: for a PCNF ψ :=Q. φ and an arbitrary cube
The hypothesis holds for the empty cube C := ∅ since ψ[∅] = ψ and if ψ is satisfiable then ψ ⊢ ∅ due to the completeness of cube learning as a proof system. However, it does not hold in general, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 6. Consider the cube derivation shown in Figure 1 and the PCNF ψ 2 from Example 3 with ψ 2 := ∃x 1 ∀y 8 ∃x 5 , x 2 , x 6 , x 4 . φ, φ := i:=0,...,6 C i where C 0 := (¬x 2 ∨ ¬x 4 ), C 1 := (y 8 ∨ ¬x 5 ), C 2 := (x 2 ∨ ¬x 6 ), C 3 := (¬x 1 ∨ x 4 ), C 4 := (¬y 8 ∨ ¬x 4 ), C 5 := (x 1 ∨ x 6 ), and C 6 := (x 4 ∨ x 5 ). As illustrated in Examples 3 and 4, the cube C 10 = (¬y 8 ) is incorrect with respect to the PCNF ψ 2 and hence must be discarded. We have that
Hence the working hypothesis is false because ψ 2 C 10 .
Since the working hypothesis is false, it cannot be used in a (hypothetical) procedure to check the correctness of individual cubes. If it were true, then testing whether ψ[C] is satisfiable amounts to solving the QBF ψ[C], which is a PSPACE-complete problem. Thus for practical applications, we would have to apply a heuristic, time-bounded satisfiability check, possibly combined with abstraction based on the rule of trivial truth (Lemma 2.3 in [7] ).
We implemented the following approach in DepQBF to check the learned cubes. Every initial cube that is computed by the solver is stored in a linked list L of bounded capacity, which is increased dynamically. The list L is separate from the set of learned clauses and does not undergo Boolean constraint propagation. Assume that a set φ add i+1 of clauses is added to the CNF part φ i of the current PCNF to obtain the CNF part
All the cubes in the current set γ i of learned cubes are discarded. For every added clause C ∈ φ add i+1 and for every collected initial cube C ′ ∈ L, it is checked whether the assignment A given by C ′ is a model of the next PCNF ψ i+1 by Definition 1. Initial cubes for which the check succeeds are added to the set γ i+1 of learned cubes in the ACNF ψ ′ i+1 of the next PCNF ψ i+1 . It is sufficient to check the initial cubes in L only with respect to the newly added clauses C ∈ φ add i+1 , and not the full CNF part φ i+1 , because the assignments given by the cubes in L are models of the current PCNF ψ i . In the end, all cubes in γ i+1 are correct with respect to the ACNF ψ ′ i+1 . In the incremental QBF-based approach to BMC for partial designs [31, 32] , learned cubes can be kept across different solver calls under certain conditions which are specific to this special application. In general, these conditions do not apply to incremental solving of arbitrary PCNFs, which is our focus.
Handling Clause Deletions
The learned cubes γ i in the current ACNF ψ ′ i =Q i . (φ i ∧θ i ∨γ i ) are correct after clause additions. Hence we can set γ i+1 := γ i in the ACNF ψ
) of the next PCNF ψ i+1 to be solved. A learned clause C ∈ θ i might become incorrect if its derivation depends on clauses in the set φ del i+1 which is deleted to obtain the CNF part
In DepQBF, learned clauses in θ i are deleted as follows. As pointed out in Section 5.2, clauses of popped off frames are disabled by assigning the respective frame selector variables to true. Selector variables can never be chosen as pivot variables in resolution derivations of learned clauses. Therefore, learned clauses whose derivations depend on disabled clauses of a popped off frame f j contain the selector variable s j of that frame. Hence these learned clauses are also disabled by the assignment of s j . This assumption-based approach to handling incorrect learned clauses is also applied in incremental SAT solving [13] .
The disabled clauses are physically deleted in a garbage collection phase if their number exceeds a certain threshold. Variables which no longer occur in the CNF part of the current PCNF are removed from the quantifier prefix. These variables can also be safely deleted from learned cubes and collected initial cubes.
Similar to checking learned cubes described in the previous section, the deletion of learned clauses based on selector variables is not optimal in the sense of Definition 5. There might be another derivation of a disabled learned clause C which does not depend on the clauses φ del i+1 removed from the current PCNF ψ i . As illustrated in the context of incremental SAT solving, the size of learned clauses might increase considerably due to the additional selector variables [1, 25] . In the stack-based CNF representation of DepQBF, the clauses associated to a frame f j all contain the selector variable s j of f j . Therefore, the maximum number of selector variables in a new clause learned from the current PCNF ψ i is bounded by the number of currently enabled frames. The sequence of push operations introduces a linear ordering f 0 < f 1 < . . . < f k on the enabled frames f i and their clauses in the CNF with respect to the point of time where that frames and clauses have been added. In DepQBF, we implemented the following optimization based on this temporal ordering. Let C and C ′ be clauses which are resolved in the course of clause learning. Assume that s i ∈ C and s j ∈ C ′ are the only selector variables of currently enabled frames f i and f j in C and C ′ . Instead of computing the usual Q-resolvent
That is, the selector variable of the frame which is smaller in the temporal ordering is discarded from the resolvent. If f i < f j then the clauses in f i were pushed onto the clause stack before the clauses in f j . The frame f j will be popped off the stack before f i . Therefore, in order to properly disable the learned clause C ′′ after pop operations, it is sufficient to keep the selector variable s j of the frame f j in C ′′ . With this optimization, every learned clause contains exactly one selector variable. In the SAT solver PicoSAT, an optimization which has similar effects is implemented.
Incremental QBF Solver API
The API of our incremental solver DepQBF provides functions to manipulate the prefix and the CNF part of the current PCNF. Clauses are added and removed by the push and pop operations described in Section 5.2. New quantifier blocks can be added at any position in the quantifier prefix. New variables can be added to any quantifier block.
1 The API does not provide functions to explicitly delete variables and quantifier blocks. If all clauses where some variable x appears are deleted by a pop, then the solver deletes x and any quantifier blocks which do not contain variables any more. The quantifier block B 0 which contains the selector variables cannot be accessed by the API and thus is invisible to the user.
A reset operation retracts all the assignments made by the solver but does not discard the learned constraints. Before a new run, incorrect learned constraints are deleted as described in Section 5.3 and 5.4. Independent from push and pop, Table 1 : Average and median number of assignments (a andã, respectively), backtracks (b,b), and wall clock time (t,t) in seconds in incremental solver runs where all learned constraints are discarded (discard LC ) and correct ones kept (keep LC ) across the runs.
assumptions can be added. After a PCNF has been solved, the set of relevant assumptions can be extracted which were used by the solver to determine the result. This is similar to the function "analyzeFinal" in MiniSAT, for example. The push and pop operations are a feature of DepQBF. Additionally, the API supports the manual insertion of selector variables into the clauses by the user. Similar to incremental SAT solving [13] , clauses can be enabled and disabled manually by assigning the selector variables as assumptions via the API. In this case, these variables are part of the QBF encoding and the optimization based on the frame ordering presented in Section 5.4 is not applicable.
Experimental Results
To demonstrate the basic feasibility of general incremental QBF solving, we evaluated our incremental QBF solver DepQBF based on the instances from QBFE-VAL'12 Second Round (SR) with and without preprocessing by Bloqqer. 2 We disabled the sophisticated dependency analysis in terms of dependency schemes in DepQBF and instead applied the linear ordering of the quantifier prefix in the given PCNFs. For the experimental analysis, we constructed a sequence of related PCNFs for each PCNF in the benchmark sets as follows. Given a PCNF ψ, we divided the number of clauses in ψ by 10 to obtain the size of a slice of clauses. The first PCNF ψ 0 in the sequence contains the clauses of one slice. The clauses of that slice are removed from ψ. The next PCNF ψ 1 is obtained from ψ 0 by adding another slice of clauses, which is removed from ψ. The other PCNFs in the sequence ψ 0 , ψ 1 , . . . , ψ 10 are constructed similarly so that finally the last PCNF ψ 10 contains all the clauses from the original PCNF ψ. In our tests, we constructed each PCNF ψ i from the previous one ψ i−1 in the sequence by adding a slice of clauses to a new frame after a push operation. Table 1 shows experimental results. 3 We ran DepQBF on the sequences of PCNFs constructed from the original PCNFs in the two benchmark sets with a wall clock time limit of 900 seconds and a memory limit of 7 GB. In one run (discard LC ), we always discarded all the constraints that were learned from the previous PCNF ψ i so that the solver solves the next PCNF ψ i+1 starting with empty sets of learned clauses and cubes. In another run (keep LC ), we kept all correct learned clauses and applied initial cube checking as described in Section 5.3. This way, 71 out of 345 total PCNF sequences were fully solved from the set QBFEVAL'12-SR by both runs, and 114 out of 276 total sequences were fully solved from the set QBFEVAL'12-SR-Bloqqer.
The numbers of assignments, backtracks, and wall clock time indicate that keeping the learned constraints is beneficial in incremental QBF solving despite the additional effort of checking the collected initial cubes. Across all incremental calls of the solver in the set QBFEVAL'12-SR, on average 79 out of 197 (40%) collected initial cubes were identified as correct and added as learned cubes. For the set QBFEVAL'12-SR-Bloqqer, 225 out of 322 (69%) were added.
The results in Table 1 were obtained with the optimization of keeping exactly one selector variable in learned clauses as described in Section 5.4. This produces shorter learned clauses. For the set QBFEVAL'12-SR and the run where learned constraints are kept (keep LC ), the average size of learned clauses is 61.68 literals compared to 67.01 literals without that optimization. For the set QBFEVAL'12-SR-Bloqqer, the size is 32.32 literals compared to 39.43 literals, respectively.
Conclusion
We presented a general approach to incremental QBF solving which integrates ideas from incremental SAT solving and which can be implemented in any QCDCL-based QBF solver. The API of our incremental QBF solver DepQBF provides push and pop operations to add and remove clauses in a PCNF. This increases the usability of our implementation. Our approach is applicationindependent and applicable to arbitrary QBF encodings.
We illustrated the problem of keeping the learned constraints across different calls of the solver. To improve cube learning in incremental QBF solving, it might be beneficial to maintain (parts of) the cube derivation in memory. This would allow to check the cubes more precisely than with the method we implemented.
Dual reasoning [14, 17, 18, 23] and the combination of preprocessing and certificate extraction [20, 31, 38] are crucial for the performance and applicability of CNF-based QBF solving. The combination of incremental solving with these techniques has the potential to further advance the state of QBF solving.
Our experimental analysis demonstrates the feasibility of incremental QBF solving in a general setting. The potential benefits of incremental solving were pointed out explicitly in the context of fault localization and correction [39] and
